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Why measuring proteins and metabolites?

van der Greef et al, Curr Opin Chem Biol 2004 

Biomarker discovery

Systems biology

Personalized medecine
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Omics as key technologies for personalized medicine

« What might happen »
« How it is regulated »

« What is happening »

4

(Phenotype)(Genotype)

Phenotype: observable characteristics
or traits of an organism

Genotype: part of the genetic makeup of an organism which 
determines one of its characteristics



Omics based technologies for biomarker discovery in the medical field

(Castelli et al., Anal. Bioanal. Chem., 2021)



After having been mostly developed by analytical chemists during the 2000’s,

metabolomics is now part of the tools available for clinical phenotyping



Metabolomics in the field of hepatology

> 2000 publications (Pubmed database)

Search query: (metabolom*[Title/Abstract] OR metabonom*[Title/Abstract] 
OR metabotyp*[Title/Abstract]) AND ((liver disease)[Title/Abstract] OR 
hepatitis[Title/Abstract] OR cirrhosis[Title/Abstract] OR (liver
transplantation)[Title/Abstract] OR (hepatocellular
carcinoma)[Title/Abstract])
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Recent developments: multi-omics integrated studies ++

impact of the gut microbiota ++



Shotgun sequencing of fecal metagenome

Host phenome (hepatic transcriptome, plasma and 

urine metabolomics)

Molecular networks linking the gut microbiome and 

the host phenome to hepatic steatosis. 

Steatosis: low microbial gene richness, hepatic

inflammation, dysregulation of aromatic and 

branched chain AA metabolism. 

Microbiota transplants and chronic treatment with

phenylacetic acid trigger steatosis and dysregulation

of BCAA metabolism



Kynurenine pathway is activated in patient with acute decompensation and acute-on-
chronic liver failure

Confirmation by a quantitative LC-MS/MS assay for kynurenic acid, quinolinic acid, kynurenine and 
tryptophan on 234 samples (validation cohort)



Blood metabolomics uncovers inflammation-associated
mitochondrial dysfunction as a potential mechanism
underlying ACLF



The ACLF associated metabolite cluster 

correlates with systemic inflammation. 

It also reflects: 

- increased proteolysis and lipolysis, 

- changes in intracellular metabolism in 

response to the proliferation of innate

immunity cells,  

- Reduced mitochondrial oxydation, 



Reanalysis of the blood metabolomic

data of the CANONIC study

- Blood AA fuel protein and nucleotide synthesis

required for intense systemic inflammation.

- Extensive catabolism of ketogenic AA to 

produce energy substrates in peripheral organs



Which questions do we now address?

- Improve stratification power regarding the decompensation of cirrhosis

- Provide new insights into pathophysiology of ACLF (biomarkers of precipitants and organ failure)

- Response to treatment

- Pronostic biomarkers that could be translated into clinics



Bajaj J.S. et al. Gastroenterology, 2020

Serum samples of 602 patients 

collected at admission

88 developed ACLF (15%)

43 died in the hospital (7%)

72 died within 30 days (12%)

Metabolomic signature associated

with ACLF and death: 

✓ Increased levels of metabolites of 

microbioal origin (aromatic

compounds, secondary biles acids, 

benzoic acid)

✓ Increased levels of estrogen

metabolites

✓ Decreased levels of phospholipids



Over the last ten years, the number of biomarkers derived from omics based 

approaches, approved by regulatory agencies and used in clinical settings 

remains far from expectations!

Several challenges need to be overcome to foster the implementation of 

omics in personalized medicine and in clinical practice: 

➢ data production for biomarker discovery and validation,

➢ Translation of omics signatures into assays for medical laboratories

➢ Point of care tests. 



The main challenges related to omics data production

✓ Large multi-center cohorts as well as validation cohorts to increase statistical power and biomarker

specificity and avoid confounding factors.

✓ Standardized data production workflow with improved robustness and capability of automated

interpretation of the huge amount of data generated.

✓ Linked untargeted and targeted quantitative approaches for proper analytical validation of

biomarker candidates.

✓ Improved metabolome coverage and metabolite identification confidence level.



The metabolomic workflow

Sample

preparation

1 Metabolome

analysis

GC/MS

LC/MS

RMN

2
Data processing

Automatic detection of 

signals

Selection of 

relevant features

Annotation :

Databases

public / internal

3

Statistical

analyses

Multivariate

Univariate

4
Metabolite

identification

- To confirm annotations

- To characterize unknowns

5
Data visualization
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Batch to batch effects may compromise data re-use in 

the frame of untargeted metabolomics approaches 

part 2 (Oct. 2017)
part 1 (Dec. 2016)

 Data fusion on annotated compounds after normalization

300 annotated metabolites included for analysis (2016, 100 samples)

156 annotated metabolites included for analysis (2019, 900 samples)



Batch to batch effects may compromise data re-use in 

the frame of untargeted metabolomics approaches 

Injection Order Sample

1 Blank

2 Blank

3 QC

4 QC

5 QC

6 QC

7 QC

8 Blank

9 8x dil. QC

10 4x dil. QC

11 2x dil. QC

12 QC

13 Blank

14 QC

15 Sample 1

16 Sample 2

17 Sample 3

… …

24 Sample 10

25 Blank

26 QC

27 Sample 11

… …

36 Sample 20

37 Blank

38 QC

… …

QCs for equilibration

Diluted QCs for data 

treatment (n=3 each) 

10 biological samples

1. Repeatability filter

➢ CV of Internal Standards < 30%
➢ CV of QC Samples < 30% 

2. Intensity and linearity filters

➢ Biological/blank>3
➢ Correlation to dilution <0.7

3. Drift correction

➢ Correct feature specific drift 
within a batch

4. Batch correction

➢ Correct drift across batches

LOESS Algorithm

(Low Order non linear locally

Estimated Smoothing

Function)

Cleveland, J. Am. Stat. Assoc. 1979

Dunn WB, Nat. Protoc. 2011



Data sharing: the need for standardization

NIST plasma samples (SRM 1950) 

for metabolomics and lipidomics



We don’t know how many metabolites could be detected in 

biological media

Metabolomics is far more complex than metabolic pathway maps

Metabolites also range in concentration from fM to mM: 

~12 orders of magnitude !

Most features (≈ 90%) detected present in 

MS-based data are still not characterized. 



Annotation: we don’t exactly produce the same kind

of data and we don’t process it in the same way

Damont A et al., unpublished Castelli et al., Anal. Bioanal. Chem., 2021



The need of metabolite identification/characterization

reporting standards…

Metabolite identification task group… 
Update under progress



Analytical validation of biomarker candidates: the need for

targeted quantitative metabolomics approaches.

- 13C- and/or 15N based Metabolic

labeling (Mashego, J. Biotechnol. Bioeng., 2004; 

Lafaye, anal. Chem., 2005…)

- Chemical labeling

- Derivatization: dansyl chloride… 
(Guo K, Anal Chem., 2009…)

Castelli et al., Anal. Bioanal. Chem., 2021



How to transfer metabolomics signatures from the research

laboratories to the field?

✓ Metabolomics in clinical chemistry laboratories

✓ Toward point of care tests for metabolomics

✓ Omics signatures are complex and need to be simplified.

✓ There are small concentration variations from one group the other



Metabolomics and proteomics in clinical chemistry laboratories

✓Quantitative liquid chromatography coupled to mass spectrometry assays

✓Enzyme assays

✓ Immunoassays

Immunoassays dedicated to small molecules

Drawing from Jean-Claude Lardrot

Immunometric format Competitive format (small molecules)



Toward point of care tests for omics: lateral flow immunoassays

Non competitive lateral flow 

immunoassay for small molecules

Low price, easy to use

BUT

No absolute quantification

Low multiplexing capabilities



Toward point of care tests for metabolomics: biosensors

(Castelli et al., Anal. Bioanal. Chem., 2021)

Aptamers

MIP: Molecularly

Imprinted Polymers

Transduction/detection: 

Electrochemistry +++



Take home message

Improvement of data interoperability and reusability of untargeted metabolomic data is
a key priority, which has to be addressed in a context of permanent and rapid
technological evolution.

Metabolomics tools (data acquisition and treatment) are constantly improving and are
nowadays used in the field of personalized medicine



Many thanks to my colleagues

And to you for your attention


